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What are Excel layouts?

Interactive reports

 Not designed for 

print

 One report can serve 

multiple purposes 

(filtering, sorting, 

slicers, pivot tables 

etc.)

Mix’n’match data

 Mix data from 

Business Central with 

other data sources 

(SharePoint lists, On-

premises databases, 

files, APIs, …) using 

Power Query in the 

report.

Use built-in, Excel 

features for post-

processing

 Trigger automation 

flows

 Organization data 

types

 What-if analyses

 Forecast sheet

 Analyze Data with 

support for natural 

language

Rich collaboration 

capabilities

 Comment

 Inking

 Document sensitivity

 Protect report

 Share

Democratized design 

experience

 Allow end users to 

participate in layout 

creation.

 Contains the raw 

data, making it 

possible for a user to 

understand how the 

report works



Let’s explore an Excel layout

Demo



Create a layout in 
four easy steps



Creating an Excel layout

Demo



Creating a layout in four easy steps

1. Get Excel workbook with the “data contract”
 Edit existing Excel layout, or

 Get blank template from request page, Schedule, Excel Document (Data only)

2. Layout data as you wish
 Use almost any Excel feature (except VBA and password protection)

3. Import layout file into Dynamics 365 Business Central
 On Report Layouts page, choose New Layout

4. Test layout
 On Report Layouts page, choose Run Report



Where do Excel 
layouts shine



Use Excel layouts when…

… the report dataset fits Excel
 Less aggregated is good

 Less formatted data is good

… the users want to interact with the data

… a paper copy is not a priority



Understanding the numbers and process

A report with an Excel layout contain the raw data 
 aka data lineage (what data lies below this report)

Possible for a user to understand how the report works
 aka process lineage (which steps were taken to transform the raw data to the results in the 

report)



Democratizing the layout experience

Report development in Business Central consists of two parts
 developing the report dataset (the report object) 

 developing the layout (Word/RDLC/Excel)

With Excel layouts, report layout experience is now in the hand of 

normal users

Given that the dataset has the data needed in the correct format, end 

users now have total freedom to change the look and feel of the 

report, add additional views on the data, filter and sort as they need, 

etc. If one of these modifications make sense to save, they can just 

import it as a new layout.



Post-processing 
and collaboration 
in Excel



Examples of post-processing in Excel

Demo



Using Excel features for post processing and data 

analysis

 Sort & Filter

 Data Tools

 Forecast

 Outline data

 Power Pivot

 Data Insights

 …



Collaborate in Excel

Demo



Using Excel features to collaborate on the report 

document

 Comments

 Notes

 Ink

 Protect

 Document classification

 Power Automate Flows

 …



Using Power Query

Demo



Using Power Query in the layout to enrich with external data

 Merge/join the report dataset with data from

 SQL Server databases (on-premises or in Azure)

 Power BI datasets

 Excel Organizational data types

 SharePoint lists

 Files on OneDrive (Excel, txt, CSV, …)

 Data in Azure Datalake/Synapse

 APIs (such as weather data or web shops)

 …



Learning resources



Get code samples – aka.ms/BCExcelSamples



Call to action

Add Excel layouts

 Where the dataset and 

use case make sense.

 Maybe develop new 

datasets that match 

Excel

Learn Excel table 

formulas

 Will help you make 

great list worksheets

Co-author

 Use Excel layouts as a 

prototyping tool with 

your data savvy 

customers

Learn Power Query

 Take Excel layouts to 

the next level



Related sessions

What's new in 

Telemetry

 Learn more about 

telemetry on reporting

What's new in 

Financial 

Management

 Learn more about 

improved financial 

reporting features

What's New in Server 

and Database

 Learn more about all 

the new reporting 

platform features

What's New in VS 

Code and AL

 Dive into the developer 

experience of Excel 

layouts



Thank you


